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Students tackle disaster training
First responders receive interactive final exam
Allison Petty
DAILY EGYPTIAN
The phrase “killer final” may hold
special meaning for some students.
Students of HED 434, Advanced
First Aid and Emergency Management,
responded to a fake disaster as a portion of their final exam Thursday. The
19 students received training to help
them act as first responders on the
scene of an emergency, said Peggy
Wilken, who teaches the class.
Seven people volunteered to receive
cosmetic injuries, including gouging
eyeballs, sucking chest wounds and
bulging bones, and act as test subjects
for the students.
Local emergency personnel, including firefighters, ambulance operators
and police officers, helped monitor and
assist the situation.
Wilken said she has been engineering fake disasters for the past
11 years, but this semester’s program
was unique because it featured farmrelated injuries.
Captain Terril Kaufmann of the
Carbondale Fire Department said
drills are a crucial part of training
for students of emergency response
techniques.
Kaufmann said he has responded
to scenes similar to the ones the students simulated.
“You mainly just have to stick to
what you’re there to do and keep your
mind off of it,” Kaufmann said.
In addition to the final exam, the
disaster drill served as kickoff for
six days of agricultural occupational

health training that will take place in
May and June, Wilken said.
Farmers experience a huge amount
of job hazards, including dangerous
machinery, toxic chemicals and animal
safety issues. Many young first responders do not have experience with these
agricultural dangers, Wilken said, and
could benefit from further training.
Curtis and Georgia Brown, of
Murphysboro, said they volunteered to
participate because they are Wilken’s
neighbors.
Aside from the novelty of ambulance rides and helicopter trips, the
Browns celebrated another important
occasion Thursday.
“Fifty-nine years ago today was our
first date,” Georgia Brown said.
Georgia Brown, with blackened
teeth and a bloody nose to portray her
fall from atop a grain bin, gazed at her
husband’s protruding ribs and amputated hand. Curtis Brown’s simulated
injury left him caught in a combine
and he had to be airlifted from the
scene.
Wilken said she would review
video footage of the disaster over the
weekend, but said the students performed well overall.
“They all took it very seriously, and
we had a few outstanding students,”
Wilken said. “Some of them missed a
few things, but that’s why we do these
drills. We want them to make their
mistakes with me, rather than later out
in the field.”

J ASON J OHNSON ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

ABOVE: Howard Mann left, helps patient Georgia Brown from Murphysboro during the mock disaster drill.
Brown played the role of a victim that had fallen off a grain bin.
BELOW: Students of the HED 434, Advanced First Aid, work with mock victim Jesse Crouch, a graduate student
in theatre. Crouch’s simulated injuries included wounds sustained by cow attack.

“
You mainly just have to stick to what you’re
there to do and keep your mind off of it.
— Terril Kaufmann
Carbondale Fire Department member

Allison Petty can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 259 or allison.petty@siude.com.

Moving day at Morris
Brandy Oxford

Barton Lorimor

DAILY EGYPTIAN
Morris Library staff ’s furniture
is finally being moved in after much
delay.
The first of 13 truckloads of
shelving arrived Monday and David
Carlson, dean of library affairs, said
shelving on the fifth floor would be
about 80 percent done Thursday.
The first shipment of office systems furniture was accepted Tuesday,
and most of it has been set up in the
fifth floor’s offices and group study
rooms.
“They have made stunning progress,” Carlson said. “They’ve really just
zipped along.”
The third, fourth and fifth floors,
which were slated to be open to
students at the beginning of spring
semester, are behind schedule by about
two months, Carlson said.
The $48 million renovation project, which began in January 2006,
recently underwent several delays
because of unanticipated work with
the new elevator system’s contractor;
however, Carlson said the system was
also officially accepted as complete by
Carlson Thursday.
Kevin Davie of library affairs said
workers are sending steam through
the building’s pipes, warming them
and doing a walkthrough of the new

Governor, lawmakers
support recall bill
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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David Carlson, the dean of library affairs, points out seismic bars on
the new shelving units installed at Morris Library Thursday afternoon.
The seismic bars stabilize the units and are required as a part of building
codes because the Carbondale area falls on the New Madrid fault line.
heating, ventilation and air conditioning system.
“They’ve been telling us that the
basement should benefit from this,”
he said.
If they have a successful runthrough Friday, Davie said they might
be able to use the system to heat the
upper floors of the building as soon as
next week.
“Unfortunately, here on the first
floor, we won’t see much benefit from
it because the duct work hasn’t been

installed yet,” he said. “We’re in the
way, so once we get moved they’ll be
able to install that.”
The building is currently being
heated by a combination of the old
HVAC system, electric blowers and a
propane-based system.
Carlson said the fourth floor
should be officially accepted soon, but
the third floor is a much larger floor
and not nearly as far along.
See MORRIS, Page 5

Gov. Rod Blagojevich and state
legislators finally agreed on a proposed piece of legislation.
Due to recent controversies in
the governor’s office, a bill introduced by State Rep. Jack Franks,
D-Woodstock, would allow Illinois
voters to recall state, executive
branch officials – similar to the
2003 recall of California Gov. Gray
Davis. Gov. Rod Blagojevich has
said he supported a measure that
would recall elected officials even
though Franks said the governor is
his reason for proposing the bill.
If approved as Franks hopes,
recall elections could begin in April
2009. The deadline for lawmakers
to approve the bill is May 4.
Rebecca Rausch, a spokeswoman for the Governor’s Press Office
in Springfield, said the governor
supports the measure even though
Franks and Blagojevich have had
quarrels in the past.
“(Blagojevich) thinks voters
should be able to choose their leaders,” she said.
Current recall procedures
in Illinois require the House to
approve an impeachment, and for
the Senate to conduct a trial. The

proposed measure would allow voters to submit a petition with a reason for recall to
Mike Bost
the secretary of
state. Petitions
must be signed
by 12 percent of
the number of
votes the official in question
received to take
• Carbondale state
office.
representative
State Rep. • Approves bill,
Mike Bost, R- thinks it should
Carbondale, said be used against
such a measure Blagojevich
should be used John Bradley
on Blagojevich,
who has been
“out of control”
during the first
year of a secondterm.
Rausch questioned Bost’s com- • Marion state
ments because he representative
is a “Republican • Believes the
trying to recall a governor has
Democratic gov- overstepped legal
and legislative
ernor.”
process
Bost
and
other state lawmakers have criticized Blagojevich for carrying on
See RECALL, Page 5
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Individualized
Learning extended
hours

Governor calls health care lawsuit ‘Scrooge-like’

The Individualized Learning Program
is offering extended testing hours (last
available time to schedule is 5:30 p.m.)
for students today; and Monday-Friday.
Testing is available Saturday starting at
10:00 a.m. and last available time to schedule is noon. To schedule a test, please call
536-7751.

The Saluki 5K Indoor
Rowing Challenge

• 10 a.m. –12 p.m. Saturday at the SIU
Student Recreation Center
• Participants will have 15 minutes
to warm up on their rowing machine of
choice; they will then set the monitor to 5K
and begin the test
• The event is free and open to the
public
• Please Contact Mike Magnuson at
magnusmj@siu.edu for more information

The calendar is a free service for
community groups. We cannot
guarantee that all items will run.
Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
(618) 536-3311, ext. 266.

CORRECTIONS
In the Wednesday edition of the DAILY
EGYPTIAN, the story “Insurance pays for abortion,” it was not indicated that the benefits
quoted were in network. The DAILY EGYPTIAN
regrets this error.
If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

POLICE REPORTS
There are no new items to report

OA K PARK (AP) — Gov. Rod Blagojevich said it is “Scrooge-like” for a wealthy businessman to try to stop the expansion of a government health care program by claiming
it is unconstitutional.
A business group led by Republican Ron Gidwitz sued state officials earlier this week
to stop Blagojevich from expanding the Family Care insurance program without legislative
approval.
“I find it almost Dickens-like that the heir to a shampoo fortune would go the extra
length and go into court to try to take away health care,” Blagojevich said Thursday.
Gidwitz’s father founded the Helene Curtis cosmetics company, the maker of some
popular brands of shampoo.
“This is not about health care, this is about the governor upholding the laws of the
state of Illinois, his sworn duty,” said Gidwitz, who was an unsuccessful GOP candidate for
governor.
Blagojevich commented on the lawsuit by Gidwitz’s group during a news conference
at an Oak Park medical clinic to tout another program he recently expanded, one for
breast and cervical cancer screenings. Women enrolled in that program and in Family Care
flanked the governor.
“I’m not worrying every night about how I’m going to pay for my delivery,” said Bethany
Arteaga, who is pregnant and recently got accepted into the Family Care program.
But Gidwitz’s group, the Illinois Coalition for Jobs, Growth and Prosperity, contends in
its lawsuit the Blagojevich administration may be signing up people for health care that
can’t be delivered and for which hospitals might not be reimbursed. They want a judge in
Sangamon County to stop the expansion and halt any money to it.
The Democratic governor is moving ahead with plans to add about 147,000 parents and caretakers to Family Care by expanding income eligibility. It’s another step in
Blagojevich’s piecemeal effort to expand health care because lawmakers didn’t support
his plan to pay the huge cost of ensuring everyone in Illinois has access to affordable insurance. Family Care participants pay premiums based on their income.
A bipartisan legislative committee last month rejected the administration’s proposal to
expand the program, expected to cost $43 million for this fiscal year.
The Blagojevich administration contends the committee doesn’t have the constitutional authority to do that. The governor said Thursday he has the authority to expand
eligibility for such health programs.
The administration wants to expand income eligibility to almost $83,000 from $38,000
for a family of four. The state had already signed up 500 families by last month.
On Thursday, Blagojevich again relished in his efforts to increase access to health care
over the objections of lawmakers and without their approval.
“I take great pride in the fact that I go around the Legislature to provide health care,” to
women like those at Thursday’s event, he said.

Report: Off-duty Chicago officers who shoot
civilians rarely punished

C H I C AGO (AP) — Chicago Police officers are off-duty and engaged in non-police
related activity about a quarter of the time they are involved in a shooting of a civilian,
according to a published report.
Off-duty officers were involved in 11 of 45 shootings of civilians in 2006, the most
recent year for which numbers are available, and 11 of 39 shootings in 2005, according
to a Chicago Tribune review of numbers provided by the department and its Office of
Professional Standards, or OPS, which investigates police misconduct complaints.
The review also found the off-duty officers rarely face serious punishment, even when
their conduct before and after a shooting is questionable.
Amid the newspaper’s review, published Thursday, the Cook County state’s attorney’s
office opened an investigation of the 2000 shooting death of a 17-year-old boy by an offduty officer because evidence, including the autopsy, appears to contradict her version
of events.
Officer Phyllis Clinkscales shot Robert Washington to death early one Sunday morning
in June 2000 after finding him trying to steal her car. Clinkscales told investigators she shot
him after he pointed a gun at her and refused to drop it when she identified herself as a
police officer, according to documents reviewed by the Tribune.
Within hours, Chicago police commanders and investigators ruled the shooting
justified, even before Washington’s autopsy was done. Clinkscales said she was standing
outside the driver’s side of her Cadillac and Washington was in the driver’s seat when she
fired, but his autopsy shows the bullets hit him on the back right side of the head — and
two of the four bullet wounds show the gun was pressed to his skin when fired.
“We saw the results of the autopsy. That piqued our interest,” said John Gorman,
spokesman for the state’s attorney’s office. “We’re going to look at all aspects of it. What was
said, what the evidence was, what our decision was, why our decision was made.”
Clinkscales declined to comment when reached by The Associated Press Thursday.
Within a year of the shooting, OPS investigators wrote in a memo, obtained by the
Tribune, that Clinkscales account was at odds with the evidence. The office later found
the shooting unjustified and approved seeking Clinkscales’ firing. But less than six months
later, the recommendation was revised to a 30-day suspension.
Around the same time a series of commanders reviewed the case and filed memos
suggesting Clinkscales’ inconsistent account of the shooting was an inevitable product of
a traumatic incident.
Nearly a year later, OPS’ findings were revised to say the conclusion that the shootings
wasn’t justified should not be sustained.
Public records do not show whether Clinkscales ever was disciplined.
Mayor Richard M. Daley in July took direct command of OPS, hoping to restore public
confidence in a department that has been dogged by a series of embarrassing abuse alle gations. It was also renamed the Independent Police Review Authority.

AccuWeather 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
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High
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SATURDAY
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few showers
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Salukis learn about Auschwitz

Professor shares
experience of
visiting camps

Against a
backdrop
of modernday Poland,
forestry
professor
emeritus
John Burde
answers
questions
about
Auschwitz
Thursday
night in the
Agriculture
building.
His lecture
discussed the
history of the
concentration
camp and
drew a lot of
material from
his recent
visit.

Christian Holt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

John Burde has stood in the gas
chamber of Auschwitz.
A professor emeritus of forestry, Burde was not a victim of the
Holocaust.
He did, however, decide to visit
the concentration camp to further
explore his Polish roots.
For an hour Thursday, Burde
spoke in room 209 of the Agriculture
Building to almost 80 students and
Carbondale residents about his trip.
He used a slideshow presentation with his own photos of the
concentration camp with a lecture
to tell the people in attendance
about his experience.
Burde spoke of the setting of
World War II, the cause of the war
and the many kinds of interpretations used to show the horror of
its past.
Although Burde officially retired
from SIUC in 2006, some of his past
students said they were at the lecture
because of his ability to intrigue his
audience.
“He is the most intelligent man
I’ve ever met,” said Jolene Wright,
a senior from Sullivan studying forestry, who said she attended the
event because she had Burde as a
professor.
The Saluki Heritage Interpreters
sponsored the event. Burde said he
wanted to lecture about his trip to
Auschwitz because these students
will be running places such as the

B RANDON C HAPPLE
D AILY E GYPTIAN

“
I just thought it would be an opportunity to hear how
people in other parts of the world are trying to do
similar sorts of things as we do here in the United States.

— John Burde
SIUC professor of forestry

Auschwitz Museum in the future.
Burde said before he retired, he
was the club’s faculty adviser for 12
years. He said he thought nobody

Washed up
Crab Orchard
Water customers
receive final bill
from district
Barton Lorimor
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Residents of Carbondale’s east
side will have one less bill to worry
about, but that does not mean they
will be paying any more or less.
Customers of the Crab Orchard
Water District will be paying the
City of Carbondale for water and
sewer services on one bill, said
Revenue Officer Chuck Vaught.
Previously, customers paid
the city for sewer services and
the district for water. A measure unanimously approved by the
Carbondale City Council on Nov.
6 will transfer assets to the city
and may lead to the district’s dissolution.
City Manager Jeff Doherty said
representatives from the district
approached his office in August
with infrastructure concerns that
their customers may face a 263
percent rate increase.
“It’s complicated, but it means
lower rates and improves infrastructure,” said Mayor Brad Cole
at a City Council meeting.
If the Council had not
approved the measure, customers
receiving water from the district
would have seen a surcharge of $8
per month for 20 years in order to
finance mandatory infrastructure
repairs. Instead, district customers

will pay an extra $1.87 for 10 years
as infrastructure repairs are made.
Since district customers have
been paying an extra $1.87, rates
will not change as a result of the
city’s takeover.
Vaught said the city’s water
customers – including those to be
added after the district takeover
– would still be applicable for
periodic rate increases. All customers would receive the same
increase.
Crab Orchard Water District,
located on the east side of town,
has been purchasing water from
Carbondale and pumping it to
customers. Vaught said customers
have been paying $1.87 more than
those serviced by the city for business reasons.
As
assets
transfer
to
Carbondale, voters will have the
option of dissolving the water
district during the Feb. 5 election. Vaught said he could not
think of any reason for the district
to remain intact, and that voters would benefit from voting in
favor of the dissolution. If the dissolution is approved, infrastructure repairs, like the installation
of large pipes to improve water
pressure, could begin as soon as
May 1.
Michael Twomey, attorney for
Crab Orchard Water District, did
not return phone calls and Tamie
Gartner, the district’s Business
Manager, could not be reached for
comment.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 274 or
barton.lorimor@siude.com.

had spoken about something outside of North America.
“I just thought it would be an
opportunity to hear how people in

other parts of the world are trying
to do similar sorts of things as we
do here in the United States,” Burde
said. “For example Alcatraz is a
national park, and there are really
good tours of Alcatraz.”
Burde encouraged the attendees
to think about how they would
make something like the happenings at Auschwitz and Alcatraz
known to other people.
Other students who attended the

seminar said they could not pass
up an opportunity to hear Burde
speak.
“Anything he touches is awesome,” said Tim Ramos, a senior
from East Moline studying forestry.
“He’s definitely worth listening to.”
Christian Holt can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 268 or cholt@siu.edu.
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Explosion kills one in Paris

WIRE REPORTS

W        

House OKs boost
in fuel standards,
renewable energy
WASHINGTON (AP) — The House
approved the first increase in federal
automobile fuel efficiency requirements
in three decades Thursday as part of an
energy bill that also repeals billions of
dollars in oil company tax breaks and
encourages the use of renewable fuels.
The bill, passed by a vote of 235-181,
faces a certain filibuster in the Senate
and a veto threat from the White House.
Democrats characterized the legislation as “a new direction” in U.S. energy
policy away from dependence on fossil
fuels. But Republicans said the actions
amount to government mandates that
would lead to higher energy prices while
doing little to spur production of more
domestic oil or natural gas — fuels they
say will remain essential for decades to
come.

Bush announces plan
to freeze interest rates
for homeowners

Police in Paris
investigate the
site of a parcel
bomb explosion
that killed one
and injured six
on Thursday.

~ M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

Jenny Barchfield
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PARIS — A package bearing homemade bombs blew up
Thursday in a lawyer’s office on
a tony boulevard in central Paris,
killing the woman who opened it.
The motive for the unusual attack
remained unclear.
The building also housed an
unrelated law firm co-founded by
President Nicolas Sarkozy, as well
as a Holocaust research foundation,
although officials said they did not
appear to be targeted.
“It is a truly atrocious act,”
Sarkozy’s spokesman David
Martinon said on France-Info

radio.
A messenger delivered the package, a wooden box that turned out
to contain two homemade explosive
devices, Interior Minister Michele
Alliot-Marie said.
The office secretary opened
the package and both explosives
went off, killing her and seriously
injuring a lawyer. Prosecutor JeanClaude Marin said the secretary
had had no reason to suspect anything out of the ordinary.
The package appeared to have
been addressed to the law firm,
which handles civil and commercial cases, Marin said. He said
the nature of the explosive and its
strength remained unclear.

Neighbors shun family
over Internet suicide
of two in her 40s, has denied saying hurtful things to the girl over the Internet,
and prosecutors have said they found no
DARDENNE PRAIRIE, Mo. grounds for charges against the woman.
— Waterford Crystal Drive is one of Nevertheless, the community reaction
those suburban streets that seem so new has been vengeful and the pressure on
as to have no history at all. But the suicide the Drews intense.
of a teenage girl — and allegations she
“I think that what they have done is
had been tormented by a neighbor over so despicable, that I think it absolutely
the Internet — have brought a reaction disgusts people,”Tina Meier said. “I can’t
take one ounce of energy worrying about
that is old, almost tribal, in its nature.
Residents of the middle-class sub- who does not like Lori Drew or who
division have turned against the neigh- hates Lori Drew. I could not care less.”
Megan became
bor, Lori Drew,
and her family,
friends with the
demanding the
Drews’
young
Drews move out. It’s like they used to do in
daughter and the
In interviews, the 1700s and 1800s. If you
girls remained close
they have warned
for years, according
darkly that some- wronged a community, you
to a report provided
by prosecutors. But
one might be were basically shunned.
tempted to “take
the girls had a fallmatters into their That’s basically what
ing-out in 2006.
own hands.”
A
teenhappened to her.
— Trever Buckles age employee of
“It’s like they
neighbor of the Drews Drew’s
named
used to do in the
Ashley said she
1700s and 1800s.
If you wronged a community, you were created the “Josh” account on MySpace
basically shunned. That’s basically what after a brainstorming session with Drew
happened to her,” said Trever Buckles, a and her daughter, according to a prose40-year-old who lives next door to the cutor’s report.
On Oct. 16, 2006, there was a heated
Drews.
Drew became an outcast after she online exchange between Megan and
participated in a hoax in which a fictional Ashley, who was posing as Josh. It ended
teenager by the name of “Josh Evans” when “Josh” said the world would be betexchanged online messages with 13-year- ter off without Megan.
old Megan Meier. Megan received cruel
Tina Meier said her daughter went
messages from Josh that apparently drove to her room, crying and upset. About 20
her to hang herself in her closet in 2006. minutes later, Megan was found hanging
Through her lawyer, Drew, a mother from a belt tied around her neck.

Christopher Leonard
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

“

Anti-terrorist agents were investigating. An official close to the
investigation said the bombing did
not bear the hallmarks of Islamic
or Corsican terrorists, who have
staged attacks in France in the past
but often use bigger bombs and different methods. The official spoke
on condition of anonymity because
of the sensitivity of the case.
Alliot-Marie said the injured
attorney’s life was not in danger
despite “very serious” wounds. A
police official identified him as
Olivier Brane, a specialist in property law, and said he suffered face
injuries and was operated on at a
Paris hospital.
The official said the letter was

addressed to Brane and to the
director of the office, Catherine
Gouet-Jenselme. The official spoke
on condition of anonymity because
he was not authorized to give his
name to the media.
Ten people were being treated
for shock, the prosecutor said.
Christian Charriere-Bournazel,
president of the Paris bar association, said the explosion “had nothing to do with” the law firm that
Sarkozy opened with two other
lawyers in 1987, because it is not
on the same floor as the one targeted. Sarkozy’s practice bore his
name until his election in May, but
is now called Arnaud Claude and
Associates.

Hayden says
CIA taped 2002
interrogations
Pamela Hess
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WA S H I NGTON — The
CIA videotaped its interrogations
of two top terror suspects in 2002
and destroyed the tapes three years
later out of fear they would leak
to the public and compromise
the identities of U.S. questioners,
the director of the agency told
employees Thursday.
The disclosure brought immediate condemnation from Capitol
Hill and from a human rights
group which charged the spy
agency’s action amounted to criminal destruction of evidence.
CIA Director Michael Hayden
said the CIA began taping the
interrogations as an internal check
on the program after President
Bush authorized the use of harsh
questioning methods. The methods included waterboarding, which
simulates drowning, government
officials said.
“The Agency was determined
that it proceed in accord with established legal and policy guidelines.So,
on its own, CIA began to videotape
interrogations,” Hayden said in a
written message to CIA employees,
obtained by The Associated Press.

The CIA decided to destroy the
tapes in “the absence of any legal
or internal reason to keep them,”
Hayden wrote. He said the tapes
were destroyed only after it was
determined “they were no longer of
intelligence value and not relevant
to any internal, legislative or judicial
inquiries.”
“The tapes posed a serious security risk,” Hayden wrote. “Were
they ever to leak, they would permit identification of your CIA
colleagues who had served in the
program, exposing them and their
families to retaliation from alQaida and its sympathizers.”
Hayden said House and Senate
intelligence committee leaders
were informed of the existence of
the tapes and the CIA’s intention
to destroy them. He also said the
CIA’s internal watchdog watched
the tapes in 2003 and verified that
the interrogation practices were
legal.
Rep. Jane Harman of California,
then the senior Democrat on the
House Intelligence Committee
and one of only four members of
Congress informed of the tapes’
existence, said she objected to the
destruction when informed of it
in 2003.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hundreds
of thousands of strapped homeowners could get some relief from a plan
negotiated by the Bush administration
to freeze interest rates on subprime
mortgages that are scheduled to rise in
the coming months.
“There is no perfect solution,”
President Bush said Thursday as he
announced an agreement hammered
out with the mortgage industry. “The
homeowners deserve our help. The
steps I’ve outlined today are a sensible
response to a serious challenge.”
Bush has been accused of moving
too slowly to address a crisis that has
spread to the broader financial market.
But he also was careful not to sound as
if he were imposing a government solution and violating his free-market principles. He billed his plan as a voluntary,
private-sector arrangement that involves
no government money.

T  

Romney pledges if
elected to serve the
nation, not the church
COLLEGE STATION, Texas (AP)
— His campaign at a crossroads,
Republican Mitt Romney said Thursday
his Mormon faith should neither help
nor hinder his quest for the White
House and vowed to serve the interests
of the nation, not the church, if elected
president.
“When I place my hand on the Bible and
take the oath of office, that oath becomes
my highest promise to God,” Romney said
in a speech that explicitly recalled remarks
John F. Kennedy made in 1960 in an effort
to quell anti-Catholic bias.
After declining for months to
address the issue of his Mormonism
directly, Romney switched course as
polls showed widespread unease about
his religion — and showed him losing his once-sizable lead in the opening Iowa caucuses to Mike Huckabee,
a Baptist minister and former governor
of Arkansas.

P      

Gennifer Flowers
among undecided
voters considering
voting for Clinton
LAS VEGAS (AP) — The one-time
other woman in Hillary Rodham Clinton’s
life says she’s considering casting her vote
for the former first lady. “I can’t help but
want to support my own gender, and she’s
as experienced as any of the others —
except maybe Joe Biden,” Gennifer Flowers
said in a recent telephone interview from
her home in Las Vegas.
Flowers said she is still undecided, supports abortion rights and has long wanted
to see a woman in the White House.
In the 1992 presidential race, the former television reporter claimed to have had
a 12-year affair with then-candidate and
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton. Clinton initially
denied the allegation, but later, during his
deposition in the Paula Jones sexual harassment case, acknowledged a single sexual
encounter with Flowers.
Today the media frenzy, the book tour
and the Penthouse shoot is behind her.
The defamation suit she once filed against
Hillary Clinton was dismissed. The 57-yearold lounge singer says she plans to stay far
away from presidential politics
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“Four and five are part of the
tower, so they’re smaller in terms
of square footage,” Carlson said.
“Three is the top floor of the bigger
floors and it includes some of the
new space, so there was a lot more
work to be done there. We’ll be
doing a lot of other work before we
move along to three.”
Of the library’s seven floors, the
basement and first floor are the
only ones accessible to students.
The third floor is the furthest from
completion and, although it is slated
to be turned over to library staff in
January, Carlson said it would take
quite a bit of work to have it done
on schedule.
Carlson said they are not focusing on the second floor at this point,
but he said about 50 percent of the
drywall is up and the floor is seeing
progress.
When the first floor is finished,
it will include a coffee commons
and a 24-hour lounge and computer
lab.
Tim Kenny, a junior from
Chicago studying accounting, said
having 24-hour access to the computer lab could be beneficial to him

RECALL
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1

with $500 million cuts from the

2008 operations budget to expand
healthcare programs without
approval from the legislature.
State Rep. John Bradley,
D-Marion, did not mention
Blagojevich as a reason for the bill
to become law, but said the governor was overstepping legal and
legislative processes.
“I think that’s why some of the
actions of the administration have
been so sensitive to people, even to
the point that they would consider
a recall,” Bradley said.
The proposed measure would
require an amendment to the
Illinois Constitution. The bill
needs 60 percent approval from the
House and Senate, as well as a 50
percent approval rate from Illinois
voters. Franks said he hopes the

because he doesn’t have a printer.
“Also, people work at different
times, some in the morning hours,
so this will give them access, too,”
Kenny said.
Despite the blue tarps flapping
in the wind on the south side of
the library, Carlson said the outside
of the building is about 98 percent
done and is mostly lacking a specific type of glass that has not been
received.
Although the curriculum materials center, the map library and
government documents will be
moved from McLafferty Annex
when floors three, four and five are
complete, Carlson said those three
things only comprise about 10 percent of what is in the annex.
Cody Azotea, a first-year graduate student from Quincy studying
plant and soil sciences, said the
annex is actually convenient for him
because it is on his way home, but
he would like to have access to the
entire library.
“I’ve only ever seen the first floor
and the basement, so I don’t even
know what it would be like to have
the whole thing,” Azotea said.
Brandy Oxford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 255 or brandy_oxford@siude.com.

general assembly would approve
the bill in time for the matter to
appear on the public’s ballot in
November 2008.
Both Bradley and Bost said
they wanted to give more power to
the people who may believe they
are stuck with a bad choice.
A similar bill exists in the
Senate as well, said State Sen.
David Luechtefeld, R-Okawville,
who is a co-sponsor of the measure. Luechtefeld said neither of
the bills is likely to pass due to
Senate President Emil Jones’, DChicago, close relationship with
Blagojevich.
A spokeswoman from Jones’
office said he does not release
statements about legislation not in
the Senate.
Barton Lorimor can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 274 or
barton.lorimor@siude.com.
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NASA cancels shuttle launch
Martin Merzer
MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE

CA P E
C A N AV E R A L ,
Fla. — Perplexed by a recurring
plague of failed fuel sensors, NASA
scrubbed Thursday’s launch of
shuttle Atlantis and delayed another attempt until at least Saturday.
“We have done everything
we can to maintain the possibility to fly as early as Saturday and
we’ll just keep moving forward
from here,” said LeRoy Cain, a
senior mission manager for the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
But that may be difficult. A full
day of troubleshooting and meetings left engineers uncertain about
how to proceed.
“We need some more time,”
Cain said.
The problem primarily involved
hydrogen fuel sensors in the shuttle’s huge external tank, components
that have been troublesome in the
past — causing a 13-day delay in a
2005 flight by Discovery.
This time, as the tank attached
to Atlantis was being filled
Thursday morning, two of the four

“engine-cutoff ” sensors failed.
The extremely important sensors ensure that the shuttle’s main
engines don’t shut down too soon
or too late during liftoff.
The space agency’s rules
require that at least three of the
four work properly — but mission managers late Thursday were
considering a partial waiver of
that requirement so they could
try again Saturday.
Further complicating matters,
as the tank was being emptied
Thursday afternoon, technicians
discovered a possible problem with
another fuel sensor.
If Atlantis is cleared for flight
Saturday, it will blast off at around
3:43 p.m. If the shuttle is not
launched by Dec. 13, NASA
must wait until the first week in
January.
The scrub came as thousands of
holiday-season vacationers headed
to the area from Orlando and
elsewhere.
“It’s really unfortunate,” said
Allard Beutel, a NASA spokesman. “We have great weather and
it would have been a great day for
a launch.”
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Two of six televangelists provide
documents in inquiry; senator confident
Eric Gorski
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Only two of six Christian ministries under scrutiny for allegations
of opulent spending turned over
documents to a Senate panel by
a Thursday deadline, with others
either fighting the request or asking
for more time.
A month ago, Iowa Sen. Chuck
Grassley sent pointed questions to
a half-dozen high-profile ministries
asking about salaries, perks and private jets in a quest to determine
whether rules governing tax-exempt
groups had been broken.
Grassley, the ranking Republican
on the Senate Finance Committee,
said in an interview he remains
confident he will get the ministries’
“full cooperation,” despite opposition
from some.
Grassley’s office said it received
a package of material Thursday
from representatives of Kenneth and
Gloria Copeland, who head a ministry in Texas. Joyce Meyer Ministries
of Fenton, Mo., run by the inspirational speaker and author, provided

documents earlier this week.
Two other ministers — Georgia
megachurch pastors Creflo Dollar
and Bishop Eddie Long — have
issued statements balking at the
request, raising questions about
constitutional protections given to
churches.
Texas-based faith healer Benny
Hinn asked for more time to
respond, and Grassley’s office said a
meeting with Hinn’s attorneys is set
for Friday. Grassley’s office said lawyers for preachers Paula and Randy
White of Tampa made initial contact
with the senator’s office Thursday
and gave no indication of a further
response.
“We’ve had more concern from
people meeting the deadline, so I’ve
made very clear that if they’re cooperating, we’ll be flexible, because we
want information,” Grassley said. “I
want and expect full cooperation.”
In his previous investigations
of nonprofits, Grassley sought and
received financial records from groups
including the Nature Conservancy,
the United Way and the Smithsonian
Institution. During his tenure on the

committee, Grassley said subpoenas
were necessary only twice — in the
Enron scandal and Jack Abramoff
influence-peddling investigations.
But, unlike secular nonprofits, the
IRS does not require churches to
make their finances public.
“We’ve never had any problems,
and I expect that in the end we won’t
have to work hard to get all these
folks to cooperate, and I’d be very
disappointed if I did,” Grassley said.
Attorneys for some of the ministries have said that probing the
groups’ inner workings amounts
to unconstitutional governmental
meddling in religion. Grassley has
emphasized that he is not investigating doctrine but making sure
organizations enjoying the benefits
of tax-exempt status are playing by
the rules. Grassley dismissed the religious liberty argument.
“Forget it,” he said. “They don’t
have a leg to stand on.”
Grassley said that if he had to seek
subpoenas, he expects Democrats on
the panel to cooperate with him. But
Grassley emphasized he didn’t think
that was necessary at this point.
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Some anti-Greek
sentiments

Old School: Learning
personal responsibility

RAY SOPHIE
sophier@siu.edu

What is a GDI? At first I thought
someone was trying to say GI Joe, but in
fact it is a common phrase used by Greeks
nationwide.
For those who have never heard the
phrase, it stands for God-darned independent
(at least the PG version). The first time
I heard of GDI was at a national Greek
conference. Although it’s been around for
some time, I still wonder why people use it to
begin with.
For a few decades now, students who
aren’t Greek have had a negative image
of those who are. A lot of students have
common perceptions of how Greeks are
portrayed in movies and the media. And
while many of us in the Greek community
know this is untrue, using phrases like GDI
really doesn’t help our case.
While I’m sure a lot of Greeks don’t
see any harm in the phrase, I feel it’s an
unnecessary way to talk about people. Going
Greek isn’t for everyone. That shouldn’t
make them a “GDI,” which can seemingly
turn them into a derogatory or substandard
person.
Many of us have friends outside of the
Greek community. Some of us even live
with non-Greeks. So why would we classify
or segregate people who are our friends by
referring to them as anything but a student
or friend?
It really boils down to things like this
phrase that give non-affiliated students some
of the common misconceptions they have
about the Greek community. Why would
someone want to go Greek if he feels like he

is judged or discriminated against as a normal
student?
Of course, GDI isn’t the only Greek terms
I learned at the conference. Among some
of the funnier ones were “sorostitute” and
“fraterniture.” Both of them are combinations
of words that refer to sorority women in a
belittling context. And while I’ll leave their
word origins to your imagination, this is a
prime example of how Greeks can shoot
themselves in the foot.
Although I haven’t heard these terms
used at SIU, they’re in the word banks of
Greeks all over America. If fraternities and
sororities can’t respect each other there is little
reason to hope that people outside the Greek
community will.
It astounds me how much Greeks
and regular students hate each other at
some campuses. While perusing the urban
dictionary for the definition of GDI, the
20 some-odd definitions were littered with
Greek student versus non-affiliated student
content that makes South Park look TV-14.
We at SIU are in a unique position to
build new bridges with the student body as
we phase out of Greek Row and into the
throes of off-campus housing. Let’s not waste
it. Other systems at other schools are fighting
an uphill battle with students in the public
relations field — we can get a fresh start.
As the Greek community continues to
grow, I challenge everyone to remember
what it was like to be a “GDI.” While some
of us knew we were going Greek from the
beginning, I would say a fair amount of us
who came into college with the same antiGreek sentiments many students express
today.
Sophie is a junior studying
radio-television and journalism.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Insurance coverage
for abortion
DEAR EDITOR:
I have always considered myself “prochoice” when it comes to the debate about
the right of privacy, which is after all, what
Roe v. Wade was all about. A woman should
have the right to choose what she will or
will not do with regards to her body. But,
when the Supreme Court decided Roe v.
Wade, it did not legitimize abortion nor
did its ruling endorse abortion. It simply
decriminalized it in the remaining 38 states
that decriminalized abortion prior to the
Court’s decision. Twelve states had already

Dave Hall

GUEST COLUMNIST

College is a journey of personal growth.
While you are learning the skills needed
to pursue your career, there is another skill
your parents and society hope you will take
away. That is personal responsibility: The
knowledge that you are responsible for the
outcome of your life. We expect you to
learn from your mistakes. The true sign of
maturity is the ability to admit you were
wrong and learn from that experience.
Every semester, some hapless student
writes a letter to the editor, bemoaning the
fact he received a parking ticket or had his
car towed. He then proceeds to describe
the “horrific” parking conditions at SIU.
These letters all start the same: I knew I was
parking illegally, but I did not think I would
get caught.
Recently, a young man reported he parked
in a visitor spot. He expected to have a ticket
when he returned, and he was dismayed that
the ticket was not the $5 one he expected but
was a $75 ticket. The reason the university
charges you more is the $5 ticket is not a
deterrent to parking illegally. He then went
on to say that if he had no sticker on his car,
the parking personnel would have assumed
he was a visitor to SIU and would not have
ticketed him. This is simply not true. They
can check your plates against the student rolls
and determine your parking status.
The ironic part of this whole story
happened down the hill from the engineering
lot — lot 56. This parking lot is always
empty and the university gives you a yellow
sticker for free to park there. That’s right, yell
it again, free parking at SIU. And yet, this lot
remains empty.
What makes this story even better, is the
fact that now lot 18 is a free yellow lot. Lot
18 is the round parking lot right outside the
Arena front door. In the past, the Arena lot

Surprised and disappointed
DEAR EDITOR:
decriminalized abortion prior to Roe v.
Wade.
While I am pro-choice, and for
decriminalizing abortion, I am personally
not an advocate for abortion. It should not
be paid for by the taxpayers, but simply be
decriminalized. The university’s decision
to pay 80 percent insurance coverage for
abortions is outrageous. This lends, in
essence, qualitative and quantitative support
for abortion with taxpayer money. If a
woman wants to abort her fetus, she should
be allowed that right, but not on my dime.

Anthony Hamelin

senior studying technical resource management
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I do not know if I was the only one shocked
by this news, but I certainly was surprised to learn
that the student health insurance we pay into
covers surgical abortions. Although I admit I am
not a woman and every situation is unique, I was
disappointed to learn this and I will explain why.
The decision to engage in sexual intercourse is
an adult decision. As such, anyone who engages in
consensual sex must be prepared to take some adult
responsibility for that decision. I believe this would
include taking financial responsibility for reproductive
decisions that must be made. I do not understand
why the student body must pay for this particular
service, which involves a certain level of personal
responsibility. Now, I admit this may sound like
somebody who is attempting to arouse the passions of

has been a red lot and it was always full. The
only reason for the university to make it a
free lot is because students are not parking
there.
Before you say, “that’s too far to walk,”
I know it takes the average, overweight,
middle-aged smoking guy about 10 minutes
to walk from one side of campus to the other.
So no, it is not too far to walk. You might
also take classes after dark, and do not want
to walk in that part of campus. Good point,
but the fact is: The parking rules change
after 4 p.m. After 4 p.m., anyone can park
anywhere on campus as long as you stay out
of loading zones and handicapped spaces.
At this point, I am a great hit at the
parking division. They would be slapping my
back and telling me what a great guy I am,
how no one ever stands up for them and if
students would just follow the rules ... Yes, if
students would just follow the rules, we could
eliminate the entire parking division and
replace it with one worker who handed out
parking stickers and answered the phone.
In a spray of coffee and doughnuts, the
parking division rises as one, and I find
myself in a corner. As they ask me, how could
I not mention all the other good things that
parking tickets pay for?
When a light bulb burns out in a parking
lot, it is students parking illegally who pay for
the replacement. The street sweeper, the snow
plows, repairs to pavement, not to mention
all the hard-working employees, including
students, good, honest people trying to get by.
Opening a fresh box of jelly doughnuts,
I am able to calm them by asking the simple
question: When was the last time you saw
students following the rules?
And if you see my car on campus, just
remember, I’m on your side.
Hall is a 2000 SIU alumnus.

those who are pro-life and pro-choice, but that is not
my intention. My intention is to communicate how
disappointed I am that the money students pay into
this school is going into a procedure that I believe the
student body should not bear financial responsibility
for.
Regardless of the passionate discussion issues like
these bring about, in this nation every young lady
who is pregnant has the right to make a decision on
whether she wants to keep the life growing inside
of her. I cannot begin to imagine what a decision of
that magnitude is like. If she chooses to terminate her
pregnancy, money that the students of this campus
pay into the school should never be used for that very
personal and difficult decision. Because having an
abortion is an incredibly personal situation, it must be
financed personally.

Todd Pierce

Med Prep student studying
medical education preparation
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people. Everybody that’s on special
“ I just like hittingteams
likes to hit people.”

Kyle Walker
junior wide receiver
on his abilities serving the special teams on the SIU football team
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Do you agree or disagree that abortions should be
covered by the university’s health insurance?
I think it’s sad that the circumstances should happen
that way, but sometimes it does. I think it’s cruel to take
that possible money away from the women who need it.
I mean, even if they made a bad choice, they shouldn’t
be punished for that. So I think it’s a good idea.

I highly disagree with this. I never knew that that existed,
so thank you to the DE for putting that article out. I will
be requesting a refund so that none of my money can go to
that.
Abigail Young
junior studying computer science

I think the $500 surgery is a good thing, but whether or
not to include an abortion — I really don’t have much of
an opinion on the matter because I don’t have a uterus. If
you have appendicitis, it’s a great thing I think. But any
further than that I really don’t have an opinion.

sound
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Well, I don’t particularly agree with the abortion part of it
because you never know what that baby’s going to be if you
let it live. That baby ... If you don’t kill that baby, it could
become a scientist and come up with a cure for cancer. I
don’t particularly believe in giving it to them for abortion,
but if they gave it to them because they actually needed it,
then I’d go for it.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

NOTICE

GA United doesn’t represent
DEAR EDITOR:
After reading Mr. Fields’ letter, I think it’s fair to
say that GA United doesn’t represent me or many of
the people who originally voted for it. Apparently, GA
United represents future graduate students, as it’s taking
“baby steps” to help them.
Some of the key issues GA United brought up
when campaigning before the original vote were pay,
fees and dependent health care. I saw nothing on
dependent health care in the contract. Also, while pay
raises were addressed, they mean nothing without
addressing fees.
As a doctoral student, I have watched them grow

Pac the Mac
DEAR EDITOR:
This letter is in response to an editorial from
earlier this week concerning the football game last
Saturday. I, too, was disappointed with the fact that
only 6,000 attended. You would think the games
would sell out and Maroon Fever would be sweeping across campus as we, the Salukis, are playing in
the semifinals. But in reality, only a handful of stu-

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

each of the last three years since I have arrived. This
semester mine were more than $1,000. The contract’s
pay raise won’t even cover the increase, so I’ve effectively
lost money. Yet they didn’t do anything to either
reimburse us for fees or at least put a freeze in place. It
is worth noting the university could raise fees every year
to cover the raises they agreed to. Also, by increasing
the mandatory number of credit hours to eight, they are
making it worse for many graduate students in many
departments who were previously only required to take
six. Yet, GA United did negotiate four assistantships
from the university for its officers, which do include
reimbursement of fees.
If the union wants support, it can’t yield on
important issues and must make the noise necessary to

get attention. I would personally rather work without a
contract than with this one.
I understand unions need dues to operate; however,
why should I pay GA United for negotiating a contract
where I lose money? If they want my dues they’ve got
to do their jobs. Further, if they don’t represent the GA’s
who are here now, I have no wish to give them any
legitimacy by joining the union. If they want to know
what GA’s really think of this contract they can open
the vote to all of us. When they actually have a decent
contract they can talk about their compensation.

dents seem interested.
The Athletic Department has seen this as a
problem as well. They are giving out an unlimited
amount of free tickets to any student who wants
one. This is a great initiative and hopefully more
will show up on Saturday at 3 p.m. To drum up
more support, my friends and I will be posting flyers in the residence halls and buildings on campus
letting the students know about the game and how
they can obtain tickets.

Saturday’s game will be broadcast live on ESPN.
It would be a shame if the stands were empty on
national television. I urge all students, faculty, staff
and local citizens to come on out and support the
Salukis in their last game in Carbondale. Make this
game one for the record books.

The DAILY EGYPTIAN is a “designated
public forum.” Student editors have
authority to make all content decisions
without censorship or advance approval.
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ACROSS
Dark marten
UCLA part
RMN follower
Cacophonous
Walled city near
Madrid
Zilch
Cold home of a
dwarf?
One Gabor
Golfer Isao
“Freaks” star
Hyams
Panorama
Itty-bitty bite
Wet sprays
Church
instruments
Wide shot
Glass sections
Coastal
paintings
Ms. Gardner
To the end
D-Day craft
Strewing trash
Humiliate
Overdrink
Swear by
Stoppers
Henner of “Taxi”
Nimbus
Column type
French state
“Newhart”
setting

Today’s Birthday This year is about
making plans and following through.
Unfortunately, the plans you make
won’t always turn out the way you
expected. Have lots of backup plans,
too.
To get the advantage, check the day’s
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is a 7 — Money’s tight, partially due to
your own champagne tastes. Don’t go
into debt to keep up with your richer
friends, however. You’d get into a situation that’s way more uncomfortable
than where you are now.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is a 7 — Let somebody else fight your
dragons for you. This is not cheating.
It’s smart in this situation. Get a person
who knows what they’re doing to be
your knight in shining armor.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 6 — There’s no point trying to run
away from a task that must be completed. Don’t even think about that for now.
Concentrate and avoid distractions.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is a 7 — Make up your wish list and be
generous, at least on paper. You can’t
have all that stuff yet, but it’s fun to be
specific. It gives you something to work
for.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today is a
7 — Does somebody else’s intention
interfere with your plans? No need to
pitch a fit — you can talk this over like
adults. No throwing food, either.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is
a 7 — Use extreme caution around fragile items. Don’t allow cats or little children
to participate until all the delicate heirlooms are high up and out of the way.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today is a
6 — Not a good time to gamble or to
fund a fantasy. Projects begun now are
likely to be more expensive than the
estimates. Wait until tomorrow.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 7 — Confer with your loved ones
and you will find a wealth of innovation. Teach without squelching young
imaginations. Don’t tell everything
— maintain the mystery.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— Today is a 7 — You may have to
spin a tale to divert attention. Don’t lie,
you’re not very good at that. Get them
to think about something other than
what you’re trying to hide.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — Today
is a 7 — Hold onto your wallet, it’s
under assault. There are so many
worthy causes, how can you choose?
Decide how much you can afford, and
then which of them will spend it well.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — Today
is a 6 — Don’t bother to try to convince a person who isn’t listening. That
won’t work, not with words, anyway.
You might do it with your actions. Try
hugs, if appropriate.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is a 7 — Protect your most secret
hopes and desires by not sharing them
right now. When somebody asks you
what you want, say you’re still thinking
about it. Meanwhile, think about it.

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

58 Wildebeest’s
mail?
60 Burnsian
negative
61 Go along (with)
62 Rain not
reaching the
ground
63 Go wrong

64 Macho
65 Cancun mister
1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Legendary tale
Florence’s river
Volume
Thin layers
Afore

13 Blemishes
18 Liturgical
vestments
22 Passport
endorsement
24 Foot parts
25 Old Testament
archangel
26 Milky gem
27 Sitarist Shankar
28 Bug flipper?
29 NYC arena
31 Hindu title
32 Uncountable
years
33 Eighth mo.
34 Old gas
35 “Nana” star
38 Charlemagne’s
domain
41 Forum robe

6

One of Moses’
scouts
7 Use
8 Strong thread
9 Panelist Chase
10 Air-travel
watchdog grp.
11 Fun with a rock?
12 Metal bolt

43 Gray suit gowith?
45 Wedding
shower?
46 “Common
Sense” writer
47 Type of
calendar
48 Grieve
49 Photographer
Adams
50 Hoosier poet
52 Swenson of
“Benson”
54 Sea swallow
55 Jason’s ship
56 Winter Palace
ruler
58 Pinup’s leg
59 Boob tubes

by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

EAPEY
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

VORLE
RAZTUQ
www.jumble.com

YARPIT

Sudoku

Answer here:

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

Yesterday’s

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Thursday’s puzzle

© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

12/7/07

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

“

”

Monday
(Answers tomorrow)
MOSSY
WISELY
MAGNET
Jumbles: BROIL
Answer: How he performed in the lifeguard test —
“SWIMMINGLY”

siuDE.com
www.
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Gloria Bode says our review of ‘The Golden
Compass’ should point you in the right
direction; check back Monday.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

P AG E 13

Art show benefits Bengali children

Pulse Picks
from the
Pulse team

Kids for Kids’ Sake
display, silent auction
ends Saturday

Here are some
suggestions for what to
do during the dreaded
weekend before finals:

Audra Ord
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Walking into Longbranch Coffeehouse,
one is immediately bombarded with an
array of color.
It jumps from the walls — brilliant
shades of reds, yellows and blues leaping
from simple black frames. The entire coffee
shop is filled with these vibrant paintings;
the vast number of colors and shapes are
nearly overwhelming.
The paintings are all part of Kids For
Kids’ Sake, an art show that raises money
for schools and orphanages in Bangladesh.
The paintings have been on display at
Longbranch in conjunction with a silent
auction since Nov. 13. The closing reception is Saturday from 4 to 6 p.m. with the
silent auction closing at 6 p.m. All proceeds go to the For Kids’ Sake fundraising
project.
Approximately 220 pieces of art cover
the walls of Longbranch, said Shema
Jamaluddin, the coordinator of the event.
The artists are children ages 4 to 18 from
both the United States and Bangladesh.
“Kids have stuff to say; kids have expressions, and kids can make artwork that’s
valuable,” Jamaluddin said.
Children from the Happy Times
International School in Dhaka, Bangladesh,
created the paintings and drawings in the
front room of Longbranch and local children in area schools did the art in the back
room, Jamaluddin said.
She said 13 area schools and after-school
programs contributed pieces to the auction.
All of the artwork is up for auction; some
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Graduate student Claire Berjor studies at Longbranch Coffeehouse under the
artwork on display as part of the Kids for Kids’ Sake annual fundraiser. A silent auction closing reception benefiting orphanages and schools in Bangladesh will be held
Saturday from 4-6 p.m.
of the pieces already have bids for more than
$100.
“It takes approximately 70 cents to support an orphan for a day,” Jamaluddin said.
“So (the kids) understand that if their piece
sells for $20, that’s like supporting a kid for
a month.”
In addition to the children’s artwork,
professional artists have also donated pieces
to the auction, and more than 50 businesses
have donated more than $1,000 worth of
items.
But it is not only the Bengali children
who benefit from Kids For Kids’ Sake
— the local children who donated their artwork and the community benefit as well.
“The students who have painted, they

“
Kids have stuff to say; kids have
expressions, and kids can make
artwork that’s valuable.
— Shema Jamaluddin
Kids for Kids’ Sake coordinator

get to be acknowledged; the orphans get
contribution and assistance, and we all get
to look at beautiful art and be surrounded
by it,” said Susan Saniie, a waitress at
Longbranch.
Audra Ord can be reached at 536-3311 ext. 275
or aord@siude.com.

1. Remember, all work and no
play make you a boring college
student. That being said, maybe
it’s time to forget that mantra
and cram for those exams.
2. Relax and hit
up some of SIUC’s
opportunities for
relaxation, whether it’s a
massage or a yummy snack.

Jakina Hill

1. After your first full night of
sleep in weeks, begin studying
incessantly for the classes you
blew to complete projects.
2. Ease a little stress by
making it a movie night with
a bunch of friends and hot
chocolate.

Audra Ord

1. Pack the Mac! Cheer on
the Dawgs at the football game
Saturday and represent SIUC
on ESPN.
2. Do some good for
mankind Saturday evening by
bidding on some pieces at the
Kids for Kids’ Sake art show at
Longbranch.
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Women’s
basketball coach
Dana Eikenberg
watches the
Salukis during
a game against
DePaul at the SIU
Arena Nov. 9.
D U VALE R ILEY
D AILY E GYPTIAN

COACH
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16

SIU will have a chance to redeem
itself at home 7:05 p.m. Saturday
when it hosts Central Arkansas. The
last Saluki home game was also their
last win, which came Nov. 12 against
Christian Brothers in a 71-55 game.
The Sugar Bears enter the contest
with a 2-5 record, but have been
moving in the opposite direction of
SIU as they have won two consecutive games.
The game should feature a matchup of standout freshmen guards.
SIU freshman guard Ellen Young
has been the top scorer for the
Salukis the past three games and
tallied a career-high 26 points in the
Austin Peay game. Young is averaging a team-high 14.3 points per game
with four rebounds per contest while

SALUKIS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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for the Salukis (3-2), but coach
Chris Lowery said he will see more
time down low with the return of
junior guard Wesley Clemmons
from an ankle injury.
Shaw averaged 10.2 points and
four rebounds in the first five games,
down from last season’s averages of
11.3 points and 5.7 rebounds. He
is shooting 35.6 percent from the
floor, down from 46.8 percent last
season.
An 0-for-5 start from longrange against Indiana in SIU’s 6451 loss Saturday caused CBSSports.
com writer Gary Parrish to name
Shaw the “player who should lose
his scholarship.”
Shaw said he appreciates getting back to the spot where he has
thrived in the past.
“Me playing the four position
is something I’ve done for the past
three years, so obviously I’m going
to be more comfortable there than
playing on the perimeter,” he said.
Lowery said Shaw’s move to
start the season was out of necessity,
which forced him to lose out on free
throw and rebound opportunities.

shooting 14-for-28 from behind the
arc.
Kia Lee, the Sugar Bear freshman
guard who has led the team early on,
is averaging a team-high 11.1 points
per game, including a 44 percent
mark from the three point range. Lee
has also tallied 11 steals and averages
five rebounds per game.
Both players have done most of
their damage coming off the bench.
The Salukis have struggled to
stop the post play of teams this season, but Eikenberg said she has seen
improvement from some of her bigs
in practice.
Freshman Katrina Swingler is the
player Eikenberg may start to look
to, as she said she has worked hard in
practice and continues to improve.
“(Swingler) has played hard in
practice and wants to be accountable
for her role,” Eikenberg said. “From

that she is going to get the nod and
there is nowhere to go but up with
her learning curve.”
Central Arkansas features a similar offensive scheme as the Salukis
— both teams sport seven guards and
use speed to score. The penetration
and kick-out style offense should be
featured on both sides of the floor.
Eikenberg said she expects a
scrappy, hard fought game and the
Salukis will have to play with intensity to come away with a victory.
“We’re close to having two good
practices in a row but I wouldn’t say
complete,” Eikenberg said. “We still
have one or two people that are kind
of holding us back, but I think for the
most part we are moving in the right
direction.”

Lowery also said the return would
benefit starting forward Randal
Falker.
Teams have been quick to double-team Falker so far this season
with junior Tony Boyle starting
down low, Lowery said, but Shaw’s
return should spread the defense
more as the senior poses more of a
long-range threat.
“Having the two of them together
on both sides of the ball is obviously
going to help us,” Lowery said.
Shaw said whether the shift gives
more looks to Falker, who leads
the team with 16 points and 6.8
rebounds per game, depends on the
type of defense played by the opponent.
Lowery said the 49ers (5-2) are
athletic, like a fast tempo on both
sides of the floor and are on par with
the caliber of the first- and secondround NCAA opponents the team
has seen the past four games.
Charlotte plays aggressive defense
at the top of the key and forces an
average of 18 turnovers and 8.3
steals this season.
Junior guard Bryan Mullins said
the team is focused on stopping the
49ers transition game and work the
ball around with more confidence.

“We don’t really want to get into
a complete up and down game with
them, because we know that’s more
their style than our style,” Mullins
said.
Charlotte also runs a variety of
defensive schemes, Mullins said, so
the Salukis need to be more attentive and aggressive in establishing
themselves on offense.
While running the offense,
Mullins said he needs to get the
ball to the open man by quickly
recognizing double teams and the
over-pursuit of individuals.
Lowery said the open looks were
there in the team’s loss to Indiana,
but the difference needs to be in
the shooters to capitalize against the
aggressive defense.
“Some people say you need
shooters. You need makers,” Lowery
said. “Those are the most important
guys — guys that can make wideopen shots and can make people
pay. That’s what we’ve been talking
about this week is making people
pay for really putting themselves at a
disadvantage.”

Jeff Englehardt can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 238 or jengle@siu.edu.

Sean McGahan can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 269 or
mcgahan@siu.edu.
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STAT OF THE DAY

Saluki Football

Which team will pull off the improbable upset during the weekend?
“Baltimore’s defenders have a chip on
their shoulders after the heart-breaking
loss Monday night and will use that to
frustrate Peyton Manning and the Colts.
Samari Rolle will morph into water boy
Bobby Boucher and envision every Colt
player as a referee chanting, ‘Just a play boy.
Just a play.’”

SEAN MCGAHAN
smcgahan
@siude.com

“The Jets over the Browns. Cleveland’s
defense hasn’t been too tough on anyone, so I see Kellen Clemens having a
good game. Plus the Browns will be on
the road, where they are 1-4 this season.
It’s all stacked against Cleveland in this
one, but its easy schedule will keep it in
a playoff spot.”

SCOTT MIESZALA
smieszala
@siude.com

The last time the
SIU football team faced
Delaware, the Salukis fell
48-7 in the first round of
the 2003 playoffs being
hosted by the Blue Hens.
SIU plays Delaware in the
semifinals on Saturday. The
Salukis last played in the
semifinals in 1983, when
they defeated NevadaReno 23-7 on the way to a
national championship.

“I’ll be glued to my TV watching numerous upsets in college basketball. No. 22
BYU and No. 10 Michigan State has the
luster to be a good matchup, but my pick is
Davidson over No. 8 UCLA. While the Bruins
have Collison back in the lineup, I think
their defense is going to be weak coming
off last weekend’s loss.”

MEGAN KRAMPER
mkramper
@siude.com

GUEST COMMENTATOR : MATT SHAW
“Rams over (the Bengals), just for the simple fact that I’ve
watched two or three of their past few games and they’ve gotten a
few wins here lately. They’re playing well right now. They’ve finally
gotten some of their key guys up and healthy and that’ll hopefully
get them a win this weekend.”

Do you have questions for the Saluki
Insider that you want answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

– SIU men’s basketball senior forward Matt Shaw
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No. 4 seed Southern
Illinois Salukis (12-1)
vs. Delaware Blue Hens
(10-3)
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Team Offensive Stats
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SIU
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322
315
First downs
2,350
2,705
Rushing yards
180.8
Avg. rushing per game
208.1
3,723
3,187
Passing yardage
Att.-comp.-int.
359-258-6 445-291-5
Average passing ypg
245.2 286.4
Total offense
5,892 6,073
453.2 467.2
Average Per game

Team Defensive Stats

SIU

Tackles(solo+assisted)
Sacks for loss(no.-yds.)
Interceptions-yds.
fumbles
ForcedOLB
Fumble recoveries-yds.
Blocked Kicks
Yards allowed per game
Points allowed per game
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26-189
21-303
11
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4
333.3
17.2

UD
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2
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When: Saturday, December 8
Time: 3 p.m.
Where: McAndrew Stadium
Broadcast: 95.1 FM (radio), www.
siusalukis.com (audio Web cast), ESPN
(television)
The word on the Salukis…
Now in their first semifinals after falling in the quarterfinals three times under
coach Jerry Kill, the Salukis are vying for
their first national championship since
1983. SIU earned a No. 4 seed, and has
beaten Eastern Illinois and Massachusetts
thus far in the playoffs.
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The word on the Blue Hens…
Delaware is searching for its second
national title since 2003, and finds itself in
the semifinals one season removed from a
5-6 showing. Senior quarterback Joe Flacco
drives the offense, and Kill said Flacco will
be a first-day pick in the next NFL Draft.
Flacco threw for 312 yards and two touchdowns in the quarterfinals, when Delaware
upset No. 1-seeded Northern Iowa.
Position-by-position breakdown
POSITION: Running back
Freshman Richard White toted the ball
a season-high 15 times for 62 yards and a
touchdown against Massachusetts, while
senior John Randle carried 16 times for
86 yards. Junior Larry Warner also rushed
twice, but all of his 64 yards came on a
touchdown run in the third quarter.
Senior Omar Cuff has been a dual
threat for Delaware, with 48 receptions for
446 yards and four touchdowns. On the
ground, he has rushed for 1,759 yards and
a Football Championship Subdivision-best
34 touchdowns.
ADVANTAGE- UD
POSITION: Linebackers
Chauncey Mixon, who wasn’t a starter
to begin the season, leads the Salukis with
113 tackles and ranks second with 13 tackles for loss. Senior Trevor Moe ranks second
on the team with 94 tackles, and is tied
for the team lead with four interceptions
— two of which came in the playoffs.
Brandin Jordan, despite battling a toe
injury this season, has 91 tackles and two
forced fumbles.
The Blue Hens’ linebacking corps is led
by Erik Johnson, who leads Delaware with
103 tackles and returned a fumble for a
touchdown against Northern Iowa. After
him, Walter Blair has recorded 74 tackles
this season, and Tim Prindle has 31 and
three sacks.
ADVANTAGE- SIU

Work at the DAILY EGYPTIAN
Apply now for: news writer, sports writer, entertainment writer, photographer,
page designer, web desk and more
Applications are available at the DAILY EGYPTIAN office
located in the Communications Building
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INSIDER, page 15: Which team will make
the upset of the weekend?
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FOOTBALL

SIU two wins away from title
Salukis face Delaware in semifinals
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN

It has all come together for the
SIU football team this season.
The Salukis (12-1) are playing
Delaware at 3 p.m. at McAndrew
Stadium in the semifinals of the
NCAA Division I Football
Championship Saturday because
they’ve all bought in and take pride
in their roles, big or small, SIU quarterback Nick Hill said.
“You look at all the successful
teams that win championships, they
have those type of players that don’t
get a lot of recognition but are a
huge part in the locker room,” Hill
said. “They might not even play, but
they’re big in the locker room and
they come up big on the field.”
One of those players is sophomore tight end Byron Gettis, and
his only touchdown and two of his
eight receptions this season came in
SIU’s 34-27 quarterfinal win over
Massachusetts.
SIU senior running back John
Randle said every Saluki is unselfish,
and Hill does a good job of spreading the ball around to get everyone
involved.
Kill said he expects Delaware
(10-3) to stack the box at the start
and make Hill throw the ball. If the
passing game is successful, SIU will
run the ball.
Randle, who has rushed for 945
yards and 10 touchdowns this season,
said the Salukis have added some
things to their game plan that other
teams have had success with while
running on Delaware.
The Blue Hens allow 162.7
rushing yards per game, eighth in
the Colonial Athletic Association,
though Randle said he isn’t sure why
Delaware allows opponents so many
yards on the ground.
“They come down with wins, and
that’s the main thing for them. That’s
what was scary about them,” Randle
said. “People get yards rushing on
them, but they don’t put it in the end
zone.”
Hill said the Salukis’ goal is to get

tian

Sophomore
linebacker
Chauncey
Mixon
celebrates
during SIU’s
quarterfinal
victory against
Massachusetts.
Mixon broke
his hand in
the game but
plans to play in
SIU’s semifinal
Saturday.
E DYTA B ŁASZCZYK
D AILY E GYPTIAN

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Coach stresses
simplicity

Search for win after fourth straight loss
Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Keep it simple.
Such was the motto written on
the SIU women’s basketball board
by coach Dana Eikenberg during
practice a week after falling to a
1-5 record.
Eikenberg said she is trying
to emphasize the fundamentals
to the women’s basketball team
after the team’s fourth consecutive loss.

touchdowns when they get into the
red zone, and keep their defense off
the field.
The Blue Hens average a conference-best 38.6 points per game and
467.2 yards per game, led by senior
quarterback Joe Flacco, who Kill said
will be a first-day pick in the spring’s
NFL Draft.
Flacco has thrown for 3,686 yards
and 20 touchdowns this season, while
Delaware senior running back Omar
Cuff has rushed for 1,759 rushing
yards and 34 touchdowns.
SIU junior safety Clayton Johnson
said the key for the Salukis will be
the defensive line getting pressure
on Flacco.
If not, he can beat SIU’s coverages, he said.
Johnson, who leads the Salukis
with four interceptions, said there’s
added competition with a quarterback like Flacco dropping back to
pass.
“If you step up and play your
game and play your coverage, and
you can pick off his balls, that means
you can do anything against anybody,” Johnson said.
SIU sophomore linebacker
Chauncey Mixon will be playing
with a cast on his hand, after he
broke it on the kickoff to begin the
second half against Massachusetts.
He said the only difference will be
having to make more secure tackles,
and he hasn’t had problems catching
balls with the cast on.
Senior defensive end Devon Reese
is another player banged up, Hill said,
but he was back at practice the first
day even though Hill thought he
might not practice this week.
Hill said Reese didn’t complain.
Kill said this SIU team has been
fun to coach.
“I think when you get a group
together and everybody’s going
towards one direction, it’s a special
thing, and I’m very privileged to be
a part of that at this point in time,”
Kill said.
Scott Mieszala can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Salukis look to slow tempo
Transition game
against high-speed
opponent key
Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The 75-72 loss to Austin Peay
Nov. 28 came after the Salukis
boasted a 13-point lead. Eikenberg
billed the loss as another example
of the lack of leadership that has
plagued the team all season.
“The Austin Peay loss still
burns with me and it is going to
burn with me all year,” Eikenberg
said. “I am hoping that we have
gotten that clearly across to some
of our upperclassmen.”

Though Matt Shaw has never
been to Charlotte, N.C., the senior
forward expects to feel the comforts of
home Saturday.
As the SIU men’s basketball team
travels to face Charlotte, Shaw will be
moved back down to the position he
held for most of the three years before
this season — power forward.
Shaw has started every game this
season at the small forward position

See COACH, Page 14

See SALUKIS, Page 14
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Junior guard Bryan Mullins, left, steals the ball against Indiana
freshman guard Eric Gordon Saturday at the SIU Arena.

